School Trips around Ojcowski National Park
School trips with a tourist guide along the Ojcow National Park

My Own Route
Choose Your Own Route Trip to visit the Ojcowski National Park! And
you have a lot of interesting places to visit: Pieskowa Skała Castle,
Ruins of the Ojców Castle, Łokietek's Cave, Ciemna Cave, Natural
History Museum and, besides, Hercules Maczuga, Krakow Gate, Needle
Deotyma, the Source of Love and many more ...
What to do?
- send an inquiry to our email address info@ojcow.pl
- in the query, give: the day of the planned trip, the expected number of
participants and their age, what objects do you want to see, whether
there is to be a bonfire or maybe a dinner? and / or other attractions
that you consider important ...
And we will send you a suggestion !!!

We will set the price together. Write to us!

Additional information:
Sightseeing time: about 4-7 hours depending on the route.
For school trips, for organized and individual groups, it is possible
to plan your own trip, choose objects and set your own sightseeing
route !!!

Included in the price:
hiring a tourist guide of the Ojców National Park for the duration of
the trip (1 guide max. 50 participants - basic OPN Regulations),
entry to tourist attractions according to the selected route

one guardian for 10 students - for free! (only for school groups)
with fewer participants, the price to be determined

Warning
prices do not include bus travel and parking fees
there is a possibility of bus transport - to be agreed
there is a possibility of organizing a bonfire with sausages and
horse-drawn carriage rides
it is possible to order dinners for the group
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